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Pacific Crest Trail: Oregon and Washington 2012-09-01
the 2650 mile pacific crest trail adopted by congress as a national scenic trail passes through some of the most breathtaking scenery in the united states
hiking along this ridge crest route you ll see mt jacinto mt whitney lassen peak mt shasta mt hood mt adams mt rainier and glacier peak you ll traverse 24
national forests 34 wilderness areas 7 national parks plus numerous other parks and recreational areas trail elevations range from near sea level at the
columbia river on the oregon washington border to 13 180 feet at forester pass in the high sierra written by accomplished hikers who have each logged
over 5 000 trail miles this book is the only accurate comprehensive guide to the pacific crest trail in oregon and washington featuring a complete map of
the route in the form of 149 topographic strip maps pacific crest trail oregon washington will give you an extensive description of the trail tips on planning
your hike history of the trail and information on the region s natural history geology and ecology

Pacific Crest Trail: Oregon & Washington 2020-11-10
the pct s 1 guide for more than 45 years first published in 1974 the pacific crest trail vol 2 oregon washington quickly established itself as the book trekkers
could not do without now thoroughly updated and redesigned pacific crest trail oregon washington starts at the california oregon border and guides you to
the edge of canada it winds past rivers peaks forests meadows fascinating geological formations and other natural wonders such as mount hood mount
rainier and glacier peak let pct gurus jordan summers jeffrey p schaffer and andy selters share more than four decades of expertise with you they ll help
you with everything you need to know about this 1 005 5 mile section of the 2 650 mile trail which traverses 24 national forests 37 wilderness areas and 7
national parks in this book you ll find all in one guide by accomplished hikers who have logged over 5 000 trail miles detailed trail descriptions and
alternate routes full color customized maps drawn to scale with one another need to know information for day hikes weekend backpacks and an ambitious
thru hike tips for locating the trail water sources and resupply access routes this guidebook will be your truest companion so now s the time to get going
the trail awaits

The Pacific Crest Trail: Oregon & Washington 1986-07-01
the 2 650 mile pacific crest trail adopted by congress as a national scenic trail passes through some of the most breathtaking scenery in the united states
this two volume set is a comprehensive guide to the pacific crest trail in california oregon and washington includes topographic strip maps and verbal
descriptions of the route including mileages and elevations chapters include information on planning your hike history of the trail and the geology and
ecology of the land

The Pacific Crest Trail 2000
stretching over 2600 miles from the mexican to the canadian border the pacific crest trail pct passes through some of the most breathtaking scenery in the
u s each year hundreds of hikers attempt to complete the entire trail while thousands of others take it in smaller sections designed for thru hikers section
hikers and day hikers it describes the official route occasional alternate routes side trips and resupply points the new edition contains a 9 page update
including the rerouted portion of the trail in washington between indian pass and miners creek winner of the classic award in the 2008 national outdoor
book awards
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Day Hikes on the Pacific Crest Trail 2000
the pacific crest trail was designated as one of the first national scenic trails way back in 1968 as it traverses the high road from mexico to canada
incredible views are not only commonplace but also uniquely diverse because the trail connects six of north america s seven eco zones the pct s familiar
well worn path is a special place for hikers from all walks of life on walks of all lengths and for all reasons instead of guiding you through the arduous task
of hiking the entire pct the goal of this book is to help you plan trips that incorporate hiking on the pct in oregon whether you have just an afternoon to
spare or you want to escape for the entire weekend carefully edited maps and elevation graphs generated with gps data collected by the author on the trail
will help make your trip a success this cargo pocket guide offers author tested advice to help you make the most of your time away from civilization
however long or short that stretch may be

Pacific Crest Trail: Oregon and Washington 2004-11-04
discover the best of the pct for day hikes or weekend jaunts with sweeping views glorious meadows towering peaks and countless lakes and waterfalls
oregon s portion of the 2 650 mile pacific crest trail includes some of the most beautiful hikes in the country let local expert paul gerald guide you on 29
unforgettable day and overnight trips this comprehensive guidebook includes trail maps and elevation profiles as well as ratings for scenery trail condition
difficulty solitude and accessibility for children you ll also find driving directions to trailheads gps coordinates for key locations permit and fee information
and details about what to expect on the trail the 29 trail profiles are in geographical order from south to north traverse the high road through oregon as the
pct crosses mount hood national forest the three sisters wilderness crater lake national park and so much more every trip is another adventure

Day and Section Hikes Pacific Crest Trail: Oregon 2012-07-17
inspirational full color guides with over 150 color photographs in each hiking the pacific crest trail oregon is written by eli boschetto a hiker writer and
photographer eli reveled in going deep for oregon since 2011 he has been the editor of washington trails magazine which he manages from his home in
portland oregon eli is also a regional correspondent for backpacker magazine the pacific crest national scenic trail pct meanders from the california mexico
border north to the border of washington and canada it s a rigorous trail first envisioned in 1926 and now encompassing some 2 650 miles each volume of
this new series focuses on section by section pieces of the pct and includes the following features trail sections of 4 to 10 night trips detailed camp to camp
route descriptions easy to understand route maps and elevation profiles details on specific campsites and most reliable water sources road access to and
from various trail sections info on permits hazards restrictions and more alternate routes and connecting trails clear references to the pct s established
system of section letters designating trail segments from mexico to canada so you can easily cross reference the guides with other pct resources key
wilderness sights along the way suggested itineraries

Day & Section Hikes Pacific Crest Trail: Oregon 2019-06-11
from the time the pct leaves the mexican border until it reaches canada it has traveled 2 650 miles through 24 national forests 37 wilderness areas and 7
national parks in pacific crest trail northern cali fornia you ll meet up with the pct in yosemite national park s tuolumne meadows then hike climb descend
and switchback your way to the oregon border you ll discover rivers peaks forests meadows fascinating geological formations and other natural wonders
you ll pass through emigrant desolation and marble mountain wildernesses trinity alps and lassen national park and you ll see lake tahoe burney falls mt
shasta and castle crags this book helps you locate the pct and side trips find water sources and access resupply routes jeffrey p schaffer also describes the
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rich geological and natural history of these mountains information on camping permits and the best seasons to go is provided along with updated maps

Hiking the Pacific Crest Trail: Oregon 2016-12-15
pilgrimage to the edge details a four year odyssey hiking the pacific crest trail with unique insights gained from thirty three years of public service it
showcases the hard won fight to preserve america s public lands and the diversity of people who continue to use and work them it vividly displays the
contemporary challenges of caring for our nation s national forests from a field perspective while weaving over a century of history and culture into a 2 650
mile trek finally it gives clear advice on how to hike this world class national scenic trail in a series of easy stages instead of in one continuous trek

Pacific Crest Trail: Northern California 2012-09-01
the pct s 1 guide for more than 45 years first published in 1973 the pacific crest trail vol 1 california quickly established itself as the book trekkers could not
do without now thoroughly updated and redesigned pacific crest trail northern california starts in yosemite national park s beautiful backcountry and guides
you to the california oregon border it winds past rivers peaks forests meadows fascinating geological formations and other natural wonders let pct gurus
jordan summers and jeffrey p schaffer share more than four decades of expertise with you they ll help you with everything you need to know about this 776
4 mile section of the 2 650 mile trail you ll pass through emigrant desolation and marble mountain wildernesses shasta trinity national forest and lassen
volcanic national park and you ll see lake tahoe burney falls mount shasta and castle crags in this book you ll find all in one guide by accomplished hikers
who have logged over 5 000 trail miles detailed trail descriptions and alternate routes full color customized maps drawn to scale with one another need to
know information for day hikes weekend backpacks and an ambitious thru hike tips for locating the trail water sources and resupply access routes this
guidebook will be your truest companion so now s the time to get going the trail awaits

The Pacific Crest Trail 2004
cascade summer is the story of bob welch s 452 mile hike on the oregon portion of the pacific crest trail in 2011 adventure breathtaking views and new
friends from around the world the trip had it all but there was no way the author was prepared for the bittersweet ending

Pilgrimage To The Edge 2010-12-06
from the preeminent outdoor publisher in the west comes a new series of guidebooks to the region s most famous trail

The Pacific Crest Trail: Schaffer, J.P., Hartline, B. and F. Oregon & Washington 1979
a road trip shadowing the pct is the result of over two years of field research with easy to follow hand drawn maps and colorful descriptions of oregon s
mountain landscapes volume two of the oregon backroads guide to the pacific crest trail takes the traveler on a high country adventure covering oregon
from willamette pass to the washington state line beautifully illustrated with full color photos the guide describes the many lakes and attractions of the
siskiyou and cascade mountains divided into five regions each leg of the journey takes about a day to travel each regional description includes information
on pct access points camping fishing hiking and lodging along with brief discussions about the geology flora and fauna of the surrounding area
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Pacific Crest Trail, Volume 2: Oregon & Washington 1974
first published in 1973 the pacific crest trail vol 1 california quickly established itself as the pct bible the book trekkers could not do without now thoroughly
updated and redesigned into two portable volumes pacific crest trail southern california starts at the mexican border and guides you to yosemite s beautiful
back country its companion volume meets the trail at tuolumne meadows and drops you at oregon s door thru hikers to canada will find the rest of their
journey in pacific crest trail oregon washington our pct gurus help you locate the trail water sources and resupply access routes with detailed descriptions
customized maps and tips on alternate routes whether you re planning day hikes weekend or week long backbacks or an ambitious thru hike everything
you need to know about from bears to trees is here

Pacific Crest Trail: Northern California 2020-11-10
a comprehensive guidebook to the pacific crest trail pct an epic 2650 mile trek through the usa from the mexican border to british columbia in canada one
of the world s best hikes the route passes through california oregon and washington state taking in the mojave desert high sierras cascades and countless
more wild mountains of america s west coast the guidebook is divided into 101 sections of 2 to 3 days which can be combined into longer days according to
ability and preference this comprehensive guide provides all the information and maps hikers will need alongside the notes and route descriptions there
are overview maps for the entire trail and a detailed introduction that provides essential advice for planning and completing the route from information on
packing supplies water and bears to details on the mountains wildlife and regions encountered this is an essential companion to taking on and completing
this once in a lifetime adventure the pct boasts breathtaking scenery and varied landscapes through deserts and forests and over snow covered passes and
along alpine ridges this is a long wilderness trek of true adventure and exploration through diverse and stunning mountain scenery

Cascade Summer 2018-11-13
located in the oregon pacific wonderland was a frustrated conifer tree named doug fir who was sick of being stuck stuck in the ground stuck doing boring
jobs and especially sick of being stuck by multiple diabetic insulin shots everyday doug fir needed exercise to better his health so he decided that hiking
the oregon sections of the pacific crest trail would fit the bill he quickly found out that he had a lot to learn before he could truly say to himself i like my
hike and i hope you do too by joining in on my adventure story of ups and downs becoming free then stuck again antagonized by a monster battling for
balance purpose and happiness in life finding myself friendship and a whole lotta love and lava rocks in a search to learn how to like my hike on the oregon
sections of the pacific crest trail

Hiking the Pacific Crest Trail Oregon 2016
whether you re day hiking or taking a weekend getaway hit the road and hit the legendary trail in california oregon and washington with moon drive hike
pacific crest trail make your escape on shorter trips from nearby cities hit all the national parks along the pct or drive the entire two week route from
california to washington find your hike along the pacific crest trail with detailed trail descriptions difficulty ratings mileage and tips for picking the right
section of the trail for you discover adventures on and off the trail watch the bubbling mud pots below lassen peak or admire joshua trees in the sparse and
peaceful mojave desert savor artisan homemade style pies of all kinds in julian sample craft beers in bend or gorge yourself at timberline lodge s gourmet
brunch buffet cross the columbia river on the historic bridge of the gods climb into the massive granite peaks of the north cascades or catch a magical
sunrise over the eastern edge of oregon s crater lake take it from avid hiker caroline hinchliff who shares her insight on the best spots for wildlife watching
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glamping or having a wild moment full color photos strategic itineraries easy to use maps and site to site driving times get the lowdown on when and where
to get gas how to avoid traffic and braving different road and weather conditions plus tips for lgbtq travelers seniors and road trippers with kids with moon
drive hike pacific crest trail s practical tips and local know how you re ready to lace up your hiking boots pick a trailhead and embark on your adventure for
more epic getaways check out moon drive hike appalachian trail

Oregon Backroads Guide to the Pacific Crest Trail Volume Two 2015-09-11
feverishly searching for adventure and independence crystal left the comforts of her home and family to backpack over four hundred miles on the pacific
crest trail across oregon she was a day hiker at best but was determined to face the challenges that would undoubtedly come over the next thirty days on
july 1st 2015 she set out to make her dream come true to open the cage and fly away oregon uncaged is an honest and detailed memoir of one woman s
solo hike on the pacific crest trail the story offers a true depiction of her the mental and physical afflictions she faced her triumphs and detailed trail
descriptions of the oregon section the irony was that i didn t come out here to heal i came out here to suffer to deprive myself of first world entitlements i
came out here to care for myself to maybe get lost and find my own way i wanted to feel trampled on and broken down i wanted to know the freedom of
giving in to surrender since coming home from her hike crystal has been building an organization called roots to ridges it is dedicated to getting women in
the wilderness and preparing them for adventure her mission is to educate and empower women through back country experiences proceeds from the sale
of this book will help fund outdoor education for women through roots to ridges

The Pacific Crest Trail: Schaffer, J., Harline, B., and Hartline, F. Oregon & Washington 1976
with 500 000 acres of land it s hard to know where to start in this majestic national park this fully updated edition of the popular guide eases the process
for novice and veteran hikers alike comprehensive and compact the book profiles 31 day hikes both one way and loop and 10 overnight hikes each profile
includes a detailed description maps and trailhead directions and a trail summary that rates the difficulty solitude and scenery of each hike while outlining
significant sites along the way destinations include the little greenbrier trail to walker sisters place one of the last working pioneer homesteads in the
smokies and the remote and stunning hyatt ridge loop easily carried in a backpack this book has hikes suitable for anyone who prefers vacationing on the
trail rather than behind another car amazon

Pacific Crest Trail: Southern California 2012-11-21
the pacific crest trail as you ve never seen it before a visual feast for the senses this highly designed paperback showcases the pct through clever
infographics modern illustration and insightful text the book captures both the grandeur of the west coast as well as the tiniest things that a thru hiker
notices and experiences during a 140 day trek through the written word graphic design and illustration the pacific crest trail a visual compendium conveys
the beauty and the beastliness of a 2 650 mile wilderness hike from mexico to canada the author chronicles the pct through infographics about the trail and
the thru hikers experience and includes arresting illustrations of the landscape and minutiae of the trail everything from trail markers weather challenges
and the stories behind popular toponyms to the songs stuck in a hiker s head thru hiker trail names and food consumed will be addressed making this an
ideal gift for any outdoor enthusiast
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The Pacific Crest Trail 2022-06-27
the pacific crest trail is marked by diamond shaped signs nailed to trees the imaginative proposal of clinton clarke of california was new it is a 2400 mile
path linking the wilderness of public forests and parks in three states

Doug-Fir's Like My Hike 2017-09-21
oregon washington 6th edition november 1 2014 the pacific crest trail pocket map series is a complete and concise set of topographic maps created with
digitized base maps covering every step of the 2 655 mile trail from mexico to canada the most current data available completely verified and updated
from 6 255 audio notes and 631 230 gps points collected during authors 2nd hike of the pacific crest trail in 2013 the land cover hydrology and contour
data used to create these maps has been collected within the last 5 years presented in a completely uniform manner across all 381 maps no other
complete pct map set available can say this features 381 full color digitized topographic maps seamless uniform styles colors fonts and unit of measure
beautiful 3d hill shading highly detailed elevation chart on each map last 5 years of fire perimeters section overview maps with sub sections and legends 6
x 9 15 2cm x 22 9cm format for easy pack stowage accumulated trail mileage every mile resupply locations within 90 miles of map center 1 38500 scale
with nad83 decimal degree tick marks data book information printed at each locale on the maps accurate trail trace is a hybrid of usfs postholer com et al
over 2 400 resupply water trail junction camp site etc locations volunteer trail crew recognition on each map part of a 3 volume set these 6 x 9 full color
topographic maps are designed to stow easily into your pack without sacrificing the detail required by a hiker in the back country all 3 pacific crest trail
pocket maps volumes are southern california northern california and oregon washington

Moon Drive & Hike Pacific Crest Trail 2020-03-17
following the successful the appalachian trail and new york times bestseller america s great hiking trails this is the official book on one of america s most
iconic hiking trails and is published in conjunction with the pacific crest trail association with a foreword by cheryl strayed maps rarely seen archival photos
and historical ephemera and stunning contemporary photography this photo and information packed book is an inspirational bucket list for everyone who
wants to get out on the trail from day hiker to thru hiker this official book celebrates the history beauty and importance of the west coast s most iconic
hiking trail designated as one of the first two national scenic trails in 1968 the pacific crest trail is a continuous footpath of more than 2 650 miles from the
mexican border to the canadian border through california oregon and washington hikers from all over the world are drawn to this trail to experience true
american wilderness and to challenge themselves whether for two miles or two thousand the only illustrated book officially published with the pacific crest
trail association the pacific crest trail explores this legendary footpath with more than 250 spectacular contemporary images unpublished historical photos
and documents from the pcta archives and even the official trail map folded into an inside pocket this book is perfect for anyone interested in conservation
outdoor recreation and for all those who dream of one day becoming thru hikers themselves

Oregon Uncaged 2016-08-06
stories to delight the imaginations of everyone who has hiked will hike or dreams of hiking the world s most beautiful walk in the woods
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The Pacific Crest Trail: Schaffer, J., Harline, B., and Hartline, F. Oregon & Washington 1979
thru hiking the pacific crest trail is 90 mental each year thousands of backpackers take to the pacific crest trail with the intention of successfully thru hiking
the 2 650 mile footpath that extends from mexico to canada despite months of research thousands of dollars poured into their gear and countless hours
dedicated to grinding away on the stairmaster most hikers fall short of their goal why they neglected to prepare for the most challenging element of a five
month backpacking trip while the pct presents extraordinary physical challenges it is the psychological and emotional struggles that drive people off the
trail conquering these mental obstacles is the key to success this groundbreaking book focuses on the most important and overlooked piece of equipment
of all the gear between one s ears filled with first hand touching yet humorous vignettes and down to earth advice that both instructs and inspires pacific
crest trials gives readers the mental road map they ll need to hike from mexico to canada following up on his wildly popular guide to thru hiking the
appalachian trail in appalachian trials zach davis has teamed up with 2015 pct thru hiker carly moree to bring readers the ultimate psychological and
emotional guide to prepare for the pacific crest trail in pacific crest trials readers will learn goal setting techniques that will assure hikers reach canada the
common early stage pitfalls and how to avoid them how to beat the death of the honeymoon the importance and meaning of hiking your own hike how to
adapt amongst drastically different terrains weather patterns gear and logistical needs five strategies for unwavering mental endurance how to save
money on gear purchases tips for enjoying rather than enduring each of the five million steps along the journey advice for staving off post trail depression
from one of the country s most respected trail angels nutritional guidance for avoiding post trail weight gain additionally readers will receive an in depth
guide to choosing the right gear for their pct thru hike from triple crowner liz snorkel thomas in this chapter full of valuable insights snorkel walks readers
through what features to look for in quality gear how to save money how to lessen the load without compromising on safety or comfort and offers crucial
advice on how to properly use and care for your gear furthermore thomas offers several specific product recommendations giving readers a helpful head
start on their shopping list note this is an adaptation of appalachian trials although this book is written with the pacific crest trail thru hiker in mind the
principles are largely the same if you own appalachian trials do not buy this book five percent of the proceeds of your purchase of pacific crest trials will go
to the pacific crest trail association the non profit that oversees and protects the pacific crest trail

Day and Overnight Hikes 2007
this book begins where basic trail guides and maps leave off for each section of the trail the authors describe the route in detail and recommend the best
day hikes and short backpacks from each trailhead they describe the plants and animals hikers will see tell stories about local history explain plate
tectonics and in a thousand other ways enrich your experience of the journey for many people the pacific crest trail is the ultimate long distance hiking trail
beginning in the dry valleys of southern california it follows the crest of the snow capped sierras and ends in the ancient forests of washington s cascades
along the way national treasures such as yosemite crater lake and mount rainier make this trail one of the premier hiking destinations in the world but
hiking is about much more than getting from a to b berger and smith draw on their tremendous experience together they have logged more than 12 000
miles on the pct to give tested advice to long distance hikers on trip planning gear and safety seasonal considerations trailheads and resupplies permits
and much more

The Pacific Crest Trail 2021-03-16
towering peaks sparkling coastline and vast old growth forests wherever you turn in the pacific northwest adventure awaits pack a lunch lace up your boots
and hit the trails with moon pacific northwest hiking inside you ll find diverse hiking options whether you plan to take breathtaking coastal walks in oregon
or challenging treks around mount rainier enjoy outdoor getaways ranging from easy day hikes to multi day backpacking trips find your hike looking for
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something specific choose from strategic lists of the best hikes for waterfalls wildflowers bringing your dog and more plus a breakdown of the best hikes by
season the top outdoor experiences wander through the damp dense greens of a rainforest in olympic national park or revel in a mars like red rock
landscape in southeastern oregon watch an orange sunset on a beach adorned with sea stacks or gaze into the mouth of a volcano crater catch a glimpse
of a bighorn sheep see actual wagon ruts on the historic oregon trail and stroll through fields of wildflowers walk behind a waterfall or take in unbridled
views of the downtown portland skyline nearby fun kick back at a local brewery after your hike find a nearby campground for a night under the stars or
enjoy a plate fresh oysters with an ocean view essential planning details each hike is described in detail and marked with round trip distance and hiking
time difficulty terrain type elevation gain and access points maps and directions find easy to use maps driving directions to each trailhead and details on
where to park expert advice seasoned hikers craig hill and matt wastradowski reveal their experienced insights local secrets and honest opinions of each
trail tips and tools advice on gear first aid and camping permits plus background information on climate landscape and wildlife moon pacific northwest
hiking covers hikes in washington and oregon whether you re a veteran or a first time hiker moon s comprehensive coverage and local expertise will have
you gearing up for your next adventure hitting the road check out moon pacific northwest road trip

The Pacific Crest Trail 1975
as probably the world s most experienced long distance walker who also writes chris townsend has many stories to tell and many photographs with which
to illustrate them of all his adventures those he enjoyed on america s pacific crest trail in the 80s are among his favourites the pacific crest trail runs 2 600
miles from mexico to canada through desert forest and mountain wildernesses in rattlesnakes and bald eagles chris recounts not only his own six month
walk but also the longer story of the trail itself sharing his ideas and reflections on how the trail is developing its future and consequent challenges

A Pacific Crest Odyssey 1979
located in the oregon pacific wonderland was a frustrated conifer tree named doug fir who was sick of being stuck stuck in the ground stuck doing boring
jobs and especially sick of being stuck by multiple diabetic insulin shots everyday doug fir needed exercise to better his health so he decided that hiking
the oregon sections of the pacific crest trail would fit the bill he quickly found out that he had a lot to learn before he could truly say to himself i like my
hike and i hope you do too by joining in on my adventure story of ups and downs becoming free then stuck again antagonized by a monster battling for
balance purpose and happiness in life finding myself friendship and a whole lotta love and lava rocks in a search to learn how to like my hike on the oregon
sections of the pacific crest trail

Pacific Crest Trail Pocket Maps - Oregon and Washington 2011-12-06
the essential cut to the chase handbook for hiking and backpacking the pct if you want bare bones information about the 2 650 mile pacific crest trail
without all the long detailed descriptions the pacific crest trail data book is exactly what you re looking for based on data from the three comprehensive
wilderness press guidebooks to the pct this book is filled with convenient easy to read at a glance tables compact and lightweight with trail tested features
it s handy both on and off the trail use it for pre trip planning for resupply stops setting daily on the trail mileage goals by anticipating campsites water
sources trail gradient and facilities and easily calculating distances between any two points on the trail whether you re north or south bound whether you re
hiking the entire pct or just sections of it the first step of your journey begins with this book
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The Pacific Crest Trail 2016-10-11
this is the fifth in a series of six handbooks to the wild edible and useful plants along the pacific crest trail in oregon if you are a through or section hiker
and are looking to augment your meals this book may be of interest to you there are more than 200 species of vascular plants along this segment of the
pct that are considered edible or useful

Pacific Crest Trail Pocket Atlas Oregon and Washington 2018-04

The Pacific Crest Trailside Reader , Oregon and Washington 2011

Pacific Crest Trials 2016-03-18

The Pacific Crest Trail: A Hiker's Companion (Second Edition) 2014-03-31

Moon Pacific Northwest Hiking 2020-07-14

Rattlesnakes and Bald Eagles 2016-11-06

Doug-Fir's Like My Hike 2016-08-14

Pacific Crest Trail Data Book 2020-12-08

FOOD & SURVIVAL PLANTS ALONG THE PACIFIC CREST TRAIL Handbook 5 2017-12-07
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